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Extensive experimental investigation in the form of large-amplitude, nonlinear wave-profile 
measurements which manifest the shock strength and equation-of-state properties of brittle solids has 
been performed. Brittle materials for which a base of dynamic property data is available include Al2O3, 
AlN, B4Ct CaCO3, Sic, Si3N4, Si02 (quartz and glass), TiB2, WC and ZrOz. Planar impact methods 
and velocity interferometry diagnostics have been used exclusively to provide the high-resolution 
shock$nofile data, These waveprofile dam are providing engineering dynamic strength and equation- 
of-state properties as well as controlled, shock-induced motion histories for the didation of theoretical 
and bmputational models. Of equal importance, such data are providing a window into the physics of 
a newly emerging understanding of the compression and deformation behavior of high-strength brittle 
solids. When considered along with arich assortment of strength and deformation data in the literatas-e, 
a systematic assessment of this shock-wave data lends strong support for failure waves and 
concomitant high-confmement dilatancy as a general mechanism of inelastic deformation in the shock 
compression of ceramics. Phase transformation in selected brittle solids appears to be a critical state 
phenomenon strongly controlled by kinetics. The risetime and structure of deformation shock waves in 
brittle solids are controlled by viscous effects which at present are still poorly understood. The shock- 
wave data also suggest that both crystalline plasticity and brittle fracture may play important and 
interconnected roles in the dynamic failure process. 

MTRODUCTION 
Underlying every shock wave event is a shock 

wave profile which describes the temporal history of 
the mechanid and thermal state at a material point. 
In most cases there is not the wherewithal to measure 
that wave profile. It does, nevertheless, exist and is an 
issue to consider in the physics of the event. 

Over the past three decades a substantial effort in 
the shock wave community has been focused on the 
development of diagnostic methods for measuring 
wave profiles in solids. Numerous physical effects 
have been exploited in providing a visualization of the 
wave profile. Piemresistivity, electroinduction and 
optical interference are but several of the more 
successful which continue in active use today. 

The discipline of measuring such waves has 
evolved over the past few decades into a reasonably 
mature technology with capabilities of measuring 
waves of stress and particle velocity by several 
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techniques with quite high resolution. This 
technology was driven by the expectation that such 
measurements would provide crucid information 
concerning the transient or high-strain-rate equation- 
of-state and rheological properties of condensed 
matter. 

This expectation has only been realized in part, and 
it is now well recognized that wave-profile data alone 
are not sufficient to establish the wide range of 
material response behavior sought. Such data are only 
part of a wider range of data from other test methods 
which are necessary to achieve the desired material 
response understanding. 

This should not in any way diminish the 
significance of the contributions of the many 
technical and scientific workers in achieving today's 
capabilities in the measurement of wave profiles. 

There is, perhaps, a higher reason for making such 
measurements. Wave profiles, like the sening sun, or 
the splash of a rain drop, are an interesting 
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phenomenon in the natural world. They are rich in 
fames  which stimulate the curiosity toward the 
underlying responsible physics. Thus, like the sun and 
the rain, wave profiles in  condensed matter deserve, 
in and of themselves, a satisfactory scientific 
explanation. 

It is for these reasons that the shock wave profile 
has come to personify the field of shock wave 
physics. 

In this spirit the theme of the present report will 
focus on shock waveprofdes in ceramic materials, or, 
more generally, wave profiles in that class of 
materials which we tend to think of as hard and brittle 
(brittle solids). The experimental method pursued in 
this investigation has been that of measuring the form 
and evolution of large amplitude deformation waves 
produced by carefully controlled impact experiments. 
Thp, principal diagnostic has. been that of velocity 
interferometry used to measure a rime history of 
velocity at an interface between the solid material of 
interest and a transparent window material. 

Wave profile measurements on brittle solids have 
revealed an unusually rich display of nonlinear 
features which hint at the complex interplay of 
physical processes active during passage of the 
transient shock wave. Complex failure, rheological 
and phase transformation processes in solid matter 
have been put forth to explain such features. The 
purpose of the present report is to discuss some of the 
nonlinear features observed in the wave profiles of 
brittle solids and the possible underlying physics. 

. 

PHASE TRANSFORMATION l[N THE 
SHOCK COMPRESSION PROCESS 

The phase transformations expected when lattice 
instabilities are encountered within the range of 
pressure excursions experienced in shock wave 
testing appear to occur with remarkable ease during 
the brief shock compression process. In many 
materials transformation kinetics are apparently 
minimal. In others there are indications that 
overpressures consistent with the limit of absolute 
mechanical instability are achieved before 
transformation is observed. The effects on the 
evolution of shock profile structure can be 
remarkable. Wave profile signatures have been 
observed in a number of the brittle solids examined by 

the present author and others. Phase transformations 
in a wide range of materials under shock wave loading 
have previously been reviewed2 . 

(cis) 
FIGURE I. Velocity interferometry wave profiIes measured in 
aluminum nitride mmmic. Three samples of different thickness 
wzre subjwted to the same impact velocity. (Ref. 6)  

Shock wave data for aluminum nitride ceramic 
shown in Figure 1 illustrate the extent to which phase 
transformation can contribute to the complexity of 
nonlinear wave profiles. In the present experiments 
shock wave loading to approximately 35 GPa 
substantially exceeded both the HEL (-8 GPa) and the 
wurtzite-to-rocksalt phase transformation stress (20- 
22 GPa) in this material. The 20% volume strain and 
large dissipation associated with the shock transition 
process leads to a substantial compression wave 
splitting and rapid attenuation of the peak wave 
amplitude. This transformation was first discovered 
by shock wave techniques3 and was subsequently 
observed through static compression methods? The 
static transition pressure of 16.5 GRa reported by 
Volstadt et al! would appear to be in remarkably 
good agreement with the shock transition if 
elementary corrections for the strength at the shock 
state are accounted for? Subsequent shock wave data 
on aluminum nitride from other suppliers, and with 
alternative shock diagnostic techniques, have been 
remarkably consistent in iden ing onset of the 
transition in the 19-22 GPa range. 

Dandekar et aL8 have noted, however, that more 
recent static studies of the wurtziteto-mksalt 
transition in aluminum nitride seriously clouds th& 
comparison and that even the issue of material 
strength in  the shock state leading to the transition 
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FIGURE 2. Velocity interferometry wave profiles io crystalline 
calcite. (Ref. 10) 

remains an open question. Static m i t i o n  pressures 
ranging over 10-23 GPa have now been reported for 
the aluminum nitride transition by various authors? 
Xia et al? suggest that the equilibrium. transition 
pressure may even be less than 10 GPa, and that the 
wide range of reported values is a consequence of 
kinetics associated with the reconstructive phase 
change. That the shock transition proceeds with 
considerable ease at a stfess level near the upper end 
of the reported static value may simply reflect an 
overstress sufficient to drive the kinetics, combined 
with extensive defect production in the shock 
deformation process, Alternatively, stress levels in 
the shock state may have achieved the limit of 
absolute stability (spinodal) for the wurtzite structure. 

U d i e  duminum nitride, certain materials have 
compression shock-wave s t r u c ~ ~  which are silent 
to the occurcence of phase transformation during the 
shock compression process. This lack of compressive 
wave-profile signature can be due both to features of 
the phase transformation and to material or equation- 
of-state properties leading up to the transformation 
state. Such behavior is aptly illustrated by the 
characteristics of the shock-induced phase 
transformation in calcium carbonate or calcite 
(CaCO,) which occurs under shock compression in a 
pressure range of approximately 12-15 GPa." 

Wave profiles measured in crystalline calcite to a 
maximum shock stress of about 18 GPa are shown in 
Figure 2. The compressive shock profile shows no 
indication of transformation within the 12-15 GPa 
range. The precursor at the substantially lower 1.5- 

2.0GPa level is a consequence of yield and the 
metastable calcite I-11 and calcite I3-m 
 transformation^.^^ The lack of a compressive shock 
wave signature for the higher pssure transformation 
is due to the relatively small volume change 
associated with this transition (3-5%) and the lower 
pressure calcite I-11-m transitions, with a collective 
volume strain of about 5% which effectively centers 
the shock wave from a slightly distended state. The 
consequence is that the deformation shock path to the 
Hugoniot state (the Rayleigh l i e )  skirts above the 
pressurevolume inn ection point associated with the 
phase transformation and the conditions necessary for 
a further wave splitting due to the transformation are 
not achieved. 

The phase transition is made apparent instead by a 
dramatic rarefaction shock wave which occurs during 
transformation reversal in the unloading. wave 
structure. The steep drop ( 4 0  nsj attests to the very 
rapid kinetics associated with the reverse transition. 

There does not appear to be a clear counteqxirt for 
this dynamic msition in the smic literature. 
Aragonite is the stable reconstructed phase of calcium 
carbonate above approximately 0.3 GPa.I2 
Transformation fkom calcite to aragonite is resisted by 
a very substantial kinetic barrier and is further 
thwarted by the metastable displacive or near- 
displacive calcite I-11 and calcite E-111 transitions in 
the 1-2 GPa range. The latter transitions exhibit 
similar characteristics under both shock and static 
conditions. 

The new phase achieved under shock loading at 
12-15 GPa (Figure 2) is not known. However, 
Kerley13 has pointed out that equation-of-state 
properties of aragonite14 are m y  consistent with the 
shock wave features contained in the high-pressure 
Hugoniot and shock profile data of calcite including 
that of Figure 2. The situation may again be that of 
achieving sufficient overpressure in the shock process 
to either drive or eliminate the transformation 
kinetics. 

Wave profile measurements on aluminum nitride 
and calcium carbonate are illustrative of the clear 
signahms of phase transformation provided by the 
profde structure. The dominant signature for the 
former is in wave splitting of the shock compression 
profile - for the latter, in the release-wave 
mefaction shock structure. 
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F I G W  3. Manganin gauge stress profiles in quartzite. (Ref. 17) 

Such obvious wave profile features associated with 
the massive tetrahedral-to-octahedral reconstructive 
p h e  transformation in quartz (Si09 and other 
siIicate minerals have not been readily observed. 
Extensive earlier studies did not reveal a critical 
msition state on the quartz Hugoniot. Instead the 
data suggested a rather broad pressure range (-10- 
40GPa) over which the Hugoniot gradually 
aansitioned through the mixed phase region - fully 
achieving the high density phase only after exceeding 
the mixed-phase pressure range. Several theories of 
phase ttansformation in the shock compression 
process were based on this observed “mixed-phase 
Hugoniot” of quartz and the quartz-like 

A critical transition state and a definitive feature in 
the shock compression profile of quartz associated 
with the transition has now been ~bserved .~~ The 
reasons for this feature eluding the extensive earlier 
studies constitutes an interesting story in the 
development of experimental shock-wave 
technology. 

Manganin gage profiles in Figure 3 of Zhugin and 
Krupnikov17 measured in quartz rock clearly indicate 
onset of high-pressure phase transformation at 
approximately 23 GPa. Profiles at increasing impact 
amplitudes identify the transition cusp. Further 
measurements with VISAR technology’* have 
provided independent evidence for the phase 
transformation structure in the compressive shock 
wave. 

Because of the recent wave profile data which 
indicates a critical transition stress level for lattice 
instability in the quartz structure, both the 

interpeaition of the earlier shock data and theories of 
the phase transformation in quartz should be revisited. 

Recent static compression work of Hemley et al.” 
should be noted in which a crystal-to-amorphous 
transition in quartz at approximately 20GPa was 
reported. The static transition in quartz has been 
explained in terms of free-energyhetics 
argumentsm in which the a-quartz crystalline state is 
driven by elevated pressure to a high free energy state 
with respect to both the high density crystalline and 
amorphous stare, but transformation is prohibited by 
transition kinetics. When the mechanical stability 
limits are achieved (spinodal decomposition) the 
material follows the easiest kinetic path to an 
amorphous high densiiy state. The possibility of a 
solid-state msition to an amorphous phase was 
previously suggested by DeCarli and Milton?’ 
Molecular dynamics simulations of the aquartz 
bansition have been quite satisfactory in repIodricing 
the expected transition pressure and volume 
~train.2~3~ Cimiy this proposed transformation 
mechanism also warrants consideration for the shock 
transition in quartz, considering the remarkably close 
agreement between critical stress levels reported in 
the static work of Hemley et al.,” and in the dynamic 
studies of Zhugin and Krupnik~v.’~ 

Earlier interpxetations of shock wave resuIts in 
quartz and in other silicate minerals which led to a 
broad Hugoniot range (approximately 20-40 GPa) in 
which ihe shock velocity remained constant with 
increasing particle velocity are open to question. 
Wave structure above the 20 GPa level is apparently 
subtle and requires high-fidelity wave profile 
diagnostics to resolve. Earlier shock-wave 
diagnostics would have easily missed this additional 
structure. The consequence was to report an 
unchanging shock velocity level (the transition shock 
velocity) and a corresponding increasing Hugoniot 
particle velocity level. Shock velocities would again 
begin to increase with particle velocity only after the 
23 GPa transition shock was overdriven. 
As an aside, similar errors in Hugoniot data 

interpretation have been made on ground shock data 
in silicate  his experimental interpretation 
of the constant shock velocity region in quartz seems 
inherently more msonable than earlier explanations 
based on equation-of-state or kinematic arguments. 
The recent data imply that the dynamic compression 
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curve of aquartz would lie below the previousfy 
reported Hugoniot curve for quartz for pressures 
above the 23 GPa level over the range of a separate 
transformation wave. It should be noted that 
Wackerle= was concerned about the possible 
existence of a third wave in this range but 
instrumentation at that time was not sufficient to 
resolve the details of this wave profile structure- 

FAILURE UNDER SHOCK COMPRESSION 
Failure in the brittle solid under the intense shear 

stresses developed in the shock compression process 
also plays an important role in determining the 
structure of wave profiles. Both plasticity and fracture 
are viable mechanisms for inelastic defmation 
under shock compressio?, although the relative 
irr~portances of plasticity and fracture under the range 
of loading conditions experienced in the shock 
process have not yet been fully worked out. 

The shock-wave precursor, or elastic precursor, is 
perhaps the most prominent wave profile feat= 
thought to mirror the failure processes in the shock 
compression of solids. (Failure in this context refers 
to the abrupt softening in the axial modulus implied 
by the precursor wave structure.) Numerous studies 
have reflected on features of these precursor waves in 
brittle materials, and their relationships to the 
underlying deformation mechanisms. One feature 
which has received aitention is the attenuation of 
precursor waves with propagation distance, and the 
attendant implications on the rate dependent nature of 
the inelastic failure processes. Sufficient 
investigations of this effect have been accomplished 
to provide an indication of the importance of 
precursor decay in brittle solids. Studies on hard rock 
materials including quartzitez and dolomiten 
indicated modest elastic precursor decay, and 
Rosenberg et d.2' have reported elastic precursor 
decay in an aluminum oxide ceramic. Crystalline 
solids which undergo post-yield stress relaxation 
appear inclined to exhibit precursor d a y .  Examples 
include single crystal magnesium oxide2' and 
forsterite.30 Boron carbide ceramic also exhibits 
precursor stress relaxation and precursor decay?' 

On the other hand, the brittle solids which exhibit 
post-yield hardening apparently show less tendency 
toward precursor decay. Studies of Cagnoux and 

 long^^^ on aluminum oxide ceramics did not show 
elastic precursor decay, and profile measurements on 
dense Iimestone also indicated We or no precursor 
de~ay.3~ Investigations of elastic precursor decay on 
a wider suite of ceramic also did not 
support extensive elastic precursor decay. For 
Hugoniot elastic limit data, and its dependence on 
strain rate extracted from the latter study and shown 
in Figure 4, only boron carbide shows some evidence 
for precursor de~ay.3~ Also there are concerns that 
wave profile instrumentation with limited time 
resolution may falsely indicate more marked 
precursor decay than actually occurs. 
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FIGURE 4. 
seleded ceramics. (Ref. 34) 

In general the shock-wave data suggest modest or 
negligible elastic precursor decay in most 
polycrystalline brittle solids. Consequently, very 
modest rate dependence in the processes governing 
failure and post-failure behavior in these materials 
would be implied. 

The Hugoniot elastic h i t  stren ths reported for a 
suite of high-strength ceramics3' corresponded to 
resolved shear stresses ranging from approximately 
G/25 to G/40 where G is the shear modulus of the 
ceramic. Various authors (eg. Hirth and Lothe%) have 
estimated the ultimate strength of a perfect close- 
packed lattice to lie between G/5 and GBO. 
Experimental studies on single crystal whiskers have 
achieved strengths as high as G/15. Dynamic 
strengths as high as G/20 have been obtained in shock 
wave studies on crystalline lithium fl~oride.3~ 
Dynamic failure (or yield) in lithium fluoride occurs 
by intracrystalline plasticity through dislocation 
motion and multiplication. Simila~ conclusions of 

Hugoniot elastic limit stress versus strain rate for 
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FIGURE 5. Dynamic failure in brittle solids based on fracture-kinetics and mechanism-transition m&L (Ref. 27,34) 

intragranular plasticity mechanisms for shock-wave 
failure and post-failure behavior have been reached in 
studies on. polycrystalline aluminum oxide38939 and 

AIthough a clear consensus has certainlq. not yet 
been reached, the evidence tends to suggest that 
failure at the HEL in the shock compression of many 
brittle solids is governed by the onset of crystal 
plasticity and that the modest inelastic deformations 
achieved in the shock process exhibit little strain rate 
dependence. The existence of porosity in the material 
is a possible complicating matter which is not 
considered here, but may when present dominate 
failure at the m.4' 

In any case the deformation behavior and weak 
strain-rate dependence associated with the yield of 
brittle solids at the HEL differs markedly froin the 
strong strain-rate dependent brittle fracture processes 
chmcterizing failure in unconfined Hopkinson bar4' 
and dynamic mall experimentsp2 

In addition quasi-static triaxial and uniaxial 
compression sbldies on hard rock materials43 
contribute to a picture of strain-rate dependence 
which is also not easily reconciled within more 
conventional models of failure and deformation. 

To account for the range of effects observed in the 
dyxunic and static failure of brittle solids a model of 
failure was introduced2' which accommodated 
features of both timedependent fracture and rate 
dependent (or weakly rate dependent) plasticity, The 
essential features of the model are illustrated in 
Figure5 On the left, within a plot of confining 
pressure versus shear stress, two uniquely different 

. OR dolomitic rock?' 

failure surfaces are identified. A path consistent with 
the uniaxial strain shock compression process is also 
shown, although other paths such as uniaxial stress 
might equally well be wnsidered. The lower surface 
idenflies a quasi-static fracture limit at which a 
critical flaw or system of flaws is activated by the 
stress load. Quasi-static or shock-wave loading below 
thii surface is elastic. Dynamic or m i e n t  loads can 
exceed this quasi-static fracture surface because of 
time-dependence of the kinetics-controlled fracture 
damage process. Because of the very high strain rates 
associated with the shock compression process, stress 
levels consistent with the upper yield can be achieved 
with negligible fncture damage. When the upper 
yield is reached in the shock compression process (the 
HEL) a transition in shear failure mechanisms is 
achieved. 

The dependence of the strength of the material on 
strain rate is illustrated on the right of Figure 5. Such 
a pIot would represent, for example, strength data 
under uniaxial stress (Hopkinson bar), or uniaxial 
strain (shock wave), loading. Occasionally such data 
are mixed, making reasonable corrections for 
differences in loading paths. At lower strain rates, 
strength is governed by onset of fracture with a 
relatively modest strain rate dependence due, in 
certain brittle solids, to thermally-activated 
subcritical crack growth!' This strength level is 
identified by the lower quasi-static fracture cwve in 
the right of Figure 5. 

At a characteristic transition strain rate a regime is 
entered in which athermal, inertiadominated fracture 
damage kinetics lead to a rapidly increasing failure 
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FIGURE 6. Dynamic failure proper$& of seleaeh brittle solids under quasistatic and dynamic compressive loading. 

stress with strain rate. At the highest strain rates the 
delay due tc damage kinetics precludes €ailure by 
brittle fracture aid an alternative failure mechanism is 
activated - reflected by the upper yieid surface (the 
HEL) in Figure 5. In this regime a more modest strain 
rate dependence associated with this upper yield 
surface is consistent with the observed HEL behavior 
in brittle solids (Figure 5). These trends in the 
behavior of dynamic failure could be interpreted as a 
strain-rate dependent brittle-to-ductile transition in 
the failure mechanism. 
Data supporting fracturedamage kinetics and a 

mechanism transition in the dynamic failure of brittle 
solids are shown in Figure 6. On the left quasi-static 
and Hopkinson bar data of Lankford"' are combined 
with shock wave data (Figure 6) for aluminum oxide 
and silicon ca1bide.3~ l e s e  data clearly indicate an 
entry strain rate to a kinetics-controlled failure 
strength regime and further suggest transition to an 
alternative rate-insensitive Eailure mechanism at the 
higher, shock-wave strain rates. Worthy of 
observation is that the transition to a rapidly 
increasing strength regime occurs for aluminum oxide 
at a higher strain rate than for silicon carbide. The 
difference would imply that fracture damage kinetics 
is somewhat faster in aluminum oxide. The 
controversial nature of Hopkinson bar data in the 
high-strain-rate regime, and the mixing of uniaxial 
stress and strain data in this plot, make conclusions 
from these data tentative. 

The plot on the right includes both static43 and 
s h 0 c k 2 ~ ~ ~  uniaxial-strain strength-at-failure data for 

Blair dolomite and Climax Stock granodiorite. For the 
dolamite, impact experiments invobing shock 
wave,n ramp wave4' aid shock dwell4 techniques 
failed to reveal the rate dependent strength *plied by 
the markedly lower quasi-static strength value. Ramp 
wave and shock wave studies on aluminum oxide32 
similarly failed to identiiy significant sbzlin-me- 
dependent strength in the high strain-rate region 
accessed by impact techniques. The above model 
would predict a rapidly rising damage-kinetics 
controlled region joining the high-strain-rate and 
quasi-static data. 

An alternative view of the effects of damage 
kinetics on the failure process in brittle solids is 
provided by considering the shock-wave (or 
Heaviside) compressive loading to states below the 
HEL, but above the quasi-static fiacme surface. The 
initial response is expected to be elastic. Shear failure 
through a fracture process and controlled by the brittle 
fracture damage kinetics is predicted by the model to 
occur after sufficient time at stress, h0wever.U 
Characteristic delay times of microseconds to tens of 
microseconds have been predicted for silicon carbide 
and aluminum oxide based on the data of Lankford4' 
and a damage kinetics 

An alternative explanation for delayed fracture 
following an initial elastic shock wave has been 
proposed by Nikolaev~kii!~ Failure through fracture 
is predicted to proceed through a following failure 
wave at a characteristic speed governed by a limiting 
fracture velocity. 

The evidence for delayed shear failure and failure 
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waves in the shock compression of brittle solids is 
mounting. Experiments of Kanel’ et alpg on glass 
show evidence of wave refiections from propagating 
damage fionts, while measurements of lateral and 
longitudinal stress (Figure 7), indicate a delayed 
collapse of the stress difference associated with the 
failure process, provide quite convincing proof of the 
existence of failure waves. Further work summarized 
in Bmet  d.@ confi i  the results of Kanel’ et in 
glass, note the possible Occurrence of dilatancy in the 
damage wave implied by the stress profile data, and 
describe spall studies demonstrating loss of tensile 
stren th behind the damage front. Dandekar and 
Mole have noted a tendency toward a constant 
failure wave velocity in glass, at least for a fixed 
im act amplitude. Photographic studies of Brannon et 
al. on crystalline quartz, Barker et al?2 on brittle 
plastics, and Bourne et Senf and Smusburgep 
and Bless et aL55 on g k  all provide visual evidence 
for failure waves in brittle solids. 

’ 
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VISCOSITY OF SOLIDS IN 
SHOCK COMPRESSION 

A behavior peculiar to nonlinear waves is the 
development of shock profiles which propagate 
unchanged in form. Such waves of steady profile 
structure (steady waves) rise from the wave trough to 
the wave crest over a finite time which is determined 
by both material properties and the amplitude of the 
wave. The amplitude dependence of the risetime has 
been shown to exhibit a more or Iess common trend 

over a m g e  of metalIic materials?6v57 Recent shock 
prohle measurements on soda-lime glass shown in 
Figure8 have been found to exhibit the same, 
previously observed, behavior. In Figure 9 a plot of 
the stress jump thmugh the wave plotted against the 
maximum strain rate in the wave shows the fourth 
power behavior observed previously. This behavior 
has been used as a “law of solid viscosity” in 
development of visco-plastic models which 
reasonably reproduce the observed rofile shapes in 

Although the mechanics through which rate 
dependence or viscosity leads to the evolution of 
steady waves are reasonably well known, the 
underlying molecular or microstructure mechanisms 
responsible for the constitutive behavior remains 
poorly understood. Rate dependent plasticity with 
attendant inelastic dislocation movement governed by 
the thcrmally-wtivated penetration of energy ba;rias 
represents’ a nonviscous mechanism for establishing 
finite risetime steady waves. Of interest in this 
discussion is the range of viscosity-based mechanism 
which may be active within shock waves in solid 
materids. 

Viscosity can be defmed as the transport of 
momentum or kinetic energy along a velocity 
gradient. In a kinetic model of the viscosity process, a 
quantum of momenta separates from the local flow 
and is transported dong the velocity gradient a 
characteristic length before reimpingement. It adds to, 
or subtracts from, the momentum at the new point. In 
the steady shock-wave process, viscosity can be 
viewed as the diffusion of momentum along the axis 
of wave propagation. Viscosity is commonly 
consided as a mateFial constant which provides a 
proportionality between a viscous stress component 
and the velocity gradient or strain rate. More complex 
viscous constitutive behavior is observed in the 
rheology of solids. 

The magnitude of a viscosity coefficient q 
expected in a steady shock wave process can be 
estimated through the material parameters which 
establish the upward concavity of the Hugoniot curve, 
and the geometry of the Rayleigh line corresponding 
to a specific steady shock event. Such an estimation is 
based on the assumption of a decomposition of the 
dynamic stress into an equilibrium elastic and a 
viscous component, The first pressure derivative of 

shock propagation appli~ations~~*~*, P ’. 
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Wave profiles in soda-lime glass illustrating shock- 

the bulk modulus IC or, more common in shock wave 
analysis, the parameter S in a linm-shock-velocity- 
versus-particlevelocity relation, provides a 
dimensionless measure of the concavity of the 
Hugoniot and the rate at which a fmite-amplitude 
compression wave will steepen or "shock up" with 
propagation distance, On the other hand &he ratio 
q h z ,  where (T and z are thejump in stress amplitude 
and the risetime of the wave, respectively, provides an 
opposing dimensionless force determining the rate of 
wave spreading. A steady wave is achieved when a 
balance, S - qlaz, of the opposing forces is 
achieved. An only slightly more rigorous analysis, 
based on the geometry of the Hugoniot and the 
Rayleigh line, lads  to the following expression for 
the viscosity in a steady-shock wave, 

1 q P -SOT * 4 

Brittle solids are observed to exhibit measurable 
rise times in the deformation shock wave provided the 
shock amplitude of the order of or less than a few 
times the magnitude of the Hugoniot elastic limit.60 
Representative values would be a 10 GPa shock jump 
and a 0.1 ps rise time. With a value for S of unity, 
Equation 1 provides q - 250 Pas for an order of 
magnitude estimate of the expected viscosity. If a 
constant viscosity coefficient governs the steady 
shock-wave formation, Equation 1 implies that the 
risetime of the steady wave decreases as the inverse 
first power of the stress amplitude. Wave profile 
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measurements, of which the data in Figure8 &e 
represenmivs, reveal a much more w . d  decrease in 
risetime, suggesting a decreasing viscosity with stress 
amplitude. 

If viscous processes are responsible for the finite 
thickness of steady shock waves in solids, then the 
underlying physical mechanisms of solid state 
viscosity are the basis of a fuller understanding of 
shock processes in solids. Gilman6' has explored 
sources of viscous drag stress in metals based on a 
kinetics of momentum diffusion of atomistic 
processes active in the shock wave front. 
Contributions from the electron and phonon gas, and 
atomic interactions were considered. Estimates of 
mass fluxes and transport cross-sections w m  found 
to lead to negligible contributions to viscous drag for 
most of the processes examined. Only dislocation 
drag effects were found to contribute significantly to 
shock viscosity. 

If the mechanisms within the shock front are 
widened to include microstructural as well as 
molecular processes, additional mechanisms 
conmbuting to viscosity are possible, and are perhaps 
more relevant to the brittle solid. Although the kinetic 
diffusion of mass provides a principal mechanism for 
viscosity in fluids, mass diffusion seems a less likely 
viscosity mechaniim in the shock compression of 
solids. Evidence supporting some degree of mass 
diffusion in the shock front will be mentioned later, 
however, possibly suggesting some viscous 
contribution from this process. 

Rise time versus strain rate data for shock wave 



A microstructural analog to phonon viscosity (the 
diffusion of momentum through acoustic energy) 
seems relevant to the brittle solid. Defects on all 
scales (dislocation, vacancies, porosity, granularity, 
lamination, etc.) provide sites for wave scattering. 
Also unstable failure on the micros.de due to fracture 
or adiabatic slip can lead to acoustic emission. Both 
acoustic scattering and acoustic emission provide a 
mechanism for diffusion of momentum along the axis 
of the propagating wave. By such processes coherent 
energy within the wave front can be transferred to 
incoherent energy behind the wave. That this 
“dissipated energy” may still reside as random 
acoustic energy at the microstructural scale rather 
than thermal kinetic energy at the molecular scale is 
not important to features of the wave front profile. 
The consequences in terms of the viscous character of 
wave propagation are the same. 

In fluids a kinetic theory of the random transport of 
momentum has had a reasonable measure of success 
in providing insight into a fuller understanding of 
viscosity in those materials. A relation for the 
viscosity coefficient based on kinetic theory can be 
expressed in various ways. One form that was 
developed to examine an application to wave 
structure in SOMP is, 

In Equation 2 N is the number of momentum 
transporting elements per unit volume, Ek is the 
kinetic energy per element and z, is the characteristic 
collision time. Equation 2 was used by Passman et 
al.“ to examine wave prome structure in the spali of 
brittle solids. Momentum transporting elements were 
assumed to be the tips of propagating microcracks and 
viscosity in the failure process was established 
through Equation 2. 

An obvious example, in which elastic scattering 
plays an important role, is the propagation of shock 
waves in heterogeneous materials. Notable is the 
extensive study by Barker63 on laminates of 
dissimilar materials in which he.clearly notes the 
viscous nature of the wave propagation process. 

It is of interest to estimate the viscosity within the 
shock wave propagating through such a material with 
the kinetic relation in Equation 2. As a representative 
example consider a laminate of alternating 1-mm 

thickness boron carbide and aluminum oxide plates. 
From the analysis of Barker63 one can estimate 

where F = 4Z,Z2/ ( Z ,  + Z2) ’. In these relations 2 is 
a mean laminate impedance, while Z ,  and Z, are 
individual component impedances, and h is the piate 
thickness. For a 10 GPa shock waveEquation 2 yields 
approximately q - 20 Pa-s. 

One expects a steady shock in such a laminate to 
span at least several cell dimensions and perhaps 
more. (Resonances achieved in the post-shock 
structure in evenly spaced laminates are ignored 
here.) This would require from Equation 1 a viscosity 
of about 500 Pas or greater - a marked discrepancy 
with the kinetic-theory-based prediction. The 
difference suggests an inadequacy in the logic leading 
to one or the other predictions. 

There are several possible considerations which 
may introduce difficulties in a simple model which 
superposes an equilibrium elastic stress and a viscous 
stress to achieve steady shock waves, and in a kinetic 
theory of momentum diffusion to estimate viscous 
coefficients. 

First, within a heterogeneous solid (all solids are 
heterogeneous to some degree), during the passage of 
a steady shock wave, it is highly unlikely that an 
equilibrium elastic state will be achieved within the 
large velocity gradient portion of the wave. A 
Maxwell viscoelastic model, as was suggested by 
Barker63 for a laminated solid, in which a viscous 
transition from an instantaneous to a equilibrium 
elastic state is allowed, is probably a much better 
representation of the underlying elasticity in the 
physics of steady shocks in heterogeneous matter. 

Second, the elements of momentum diffusion 
responsible for viscous dissipation in steady shock 
propagation are fundamentally different from those 
considered in the more common kinetic theories of 
fluids. In the latter those elements, whether particle 
like or phonon l ie ,  are a consequence of the 
underlying thermal motion of the body. Wave motion 
and velocity gradients introduced into this body 
would recognize this motion as viscosity but are not 
responsible for them. In the steady shock waves of 
interest here, the elements of momentum diffusion 
(scattered elastic waves, acoustic emission, 
microfractures, ...) are, in contrast, stimulated, or 
induced, by the wave. In some cases the mean free 

E,- (1  - P) ( p p  /2Z ) and zC - 2h/Usln ( 1 1 0  
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paths of these elements may exceed the characteristic 
wave length of the steady-wave profde. There may be 
a role far kinetic theories of viscosity in the steady- 
wave shock process, but a direct adoption of 
rraditional fluid theories without due reflection would 
be suspect. 

Finally, an observation on mass diffusion in the 
steady shock wave, within the context of shock 
viscosity, is worthy of note. In the shock process in 
solids, even for relatively intense shocks, material 
elements (atoms and molecules) are expected to 
remain at or close to their original lattice points. 
Dremin and Breusov@, proposed a model allowing 
m e  materiaI mixing through the inelastic shearing 
of neighboring planes, but even here relative motions 
were not expected to be large. Aleheevskii et al., 65 
however, have experimentally investigated shock 
wave propagation in several metals in which 
radioisotopes were placed on an interface which 
intercepted the passing shock waves. In post-test 
analysis it was found that the radioactive atoms were 
transported a considerable distance (a number of 
millimeters) into the material - the quantity of mass 
transfer dependent on the shock intensity and the 
strength of atomic bonds in the substance. A clear 
explanation for this anomalous diffusion effect was 
not provided, although the relatively low transport 
energy of interstitial atoms in the shock front was 
suggested. Gluzman and Psakh’ea suggested that in 
such an effect, a low density of solitons propagating 
in the shock may be the carriers in the anomalous 
mass transport process. The present author suspects 
that selected atoms, whose thermal kinetic energy is 
favorably disposed upon arrival of the shock wave, 
can “ridefhe-wave” for some significant distance 
before dropping behind the wave due to perturbations 
from lattice imperfections. In any case these data 
suggest that momentum diffusion due to mass 
transport in the solid state is apparently possible. 
Again it is a situation where the diffusing elements are 
stimulated by the passing shock wave. 

CLOSURE 
Shock wave studies on brittle solids initiated some 

three decades ago with the research on engineering 
ceramics [e.g. Gust and Royce67] and on rocks and 
minerals 1e.g. Ahrens and Greg~on.~] have provided 
the seminal efforts in an extensive body of literature 

dedicated to discovering the shock propaties of these 
materials. The nonlinear features of brittle materials, 
as reffected in the richness of measured shock wave 
profiles, attests to the complexities of physical and 
mechanical processes active in the shock wave event. 
Unraveling the relative roles of these processes has 
been difficult and only recently have some of the 
more important mechanisms come to light. The 
shockrwave and high-strain-mte properties of brittle 
solids can be expected to challenge the experimenter 
and theorist for some time to come. 
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